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means that there are vectors in 112 that cannot bebuilt from the

columns of A ever when re u
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From pg 3.24 we know that for K 2 rankftAa E m rankly rak

This can serve as the base case for an inductive proof Now

assume
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since x y

are vectors raklx 1 ad rankly I rankly'T Therefore

rat Kryt E rakHrakly'T L

When xTy o we still have nakfxyt L eventhoughall eigenvalues are 0

as we showed in HWI
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Unity matrices are like rotation matrices so they can be interpreted

as a charge of basis for the vectors subspace Changing the axes

that define a rector does not change what
vectors can be built



will show a stronger statement which is that RIAQ Mft

Since these are two sets to show equality we show that

RIAQ e Rft and NCA RHQ First take yeRCAQS

We want to show ye RH
to prove RIAQ craft
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RHQ y AQ x for see x

Av for u x

b t Aue KIA by definition Next
show Rft CRIAQS by

taking an arbitraryyeKIA
Then
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A QQ since QQ I
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b t AQ we RIAQ by definition which completes thepoof
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RYA ye Rt yt

Ax for ay R so y
has size re

N A x e R Ax 0 so x has size n

We can only compute Ty if ve
n i.e if AB Square but

even if this is the case we cannot say anything
about xty

in general
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Recall St c V Siu o Ks es Thus

N AI ve 112 utx o theNCA

which implies tox Similarly going o
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Ntfa CNCAT Take x c RHA Then TAY o Vg.ae ATxIty oVy

which can only hold if Atx o so XENCAT

NIATJCR.tl TkexeNIAt so that A Then y AI 0

for all y
which iplies

gift x o Ag tf
so x is orthogonal to anything in RHI meaning x c RHA
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Recall the four fudweetal subspaces are Rft
NTA Nlt ad NHA

Let raklal r Then the SOD is
brokendown as

A neut fur u E

where

Ur basis for RH Vr basis for NTA

h basis for MtIAI Vo basis for NCA
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For rageA R A must have an linear independent columns This

implies n z m It n n some columns of A are linearly dependent

E

for the LH SUD the matrices U od U are square and orthogonal

while is diagonal For the thin SOD Ur ad Vr are tall

with orthenoraal columns but not orthenreal rows in general

and Er is square Both are alwaysvalid ways to write a

matrix



Ex 13

Let A be size m n Sailor to the above we get

wut UTU Im

Uf Ur Is

UrUF projection ratrix ontoRHI discussednextweek
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xtMrArturUEx

UrUFx

Hurt Hi

so KUFxH HUrUExH Unfortunately Hur'Ill 11 11 in general
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following 3.42 Ez is the only nonzero eigenolm of A ad has

corresponding eigenvector 2 Therefore no alieing z we get

A 1 g eat feet FITFIT

112112 T zzt c this line is a sanitycheck



Check All eigenvectors and singular
vectors heueunit nor singular values

are renregative and A Q1QT or A UE ut De on your own

Exit

g Ax
UE VI UrErVrix Ur Er VII

we can either thankof the coordinates as elements of the
vector

ErVrtx or as elements of Vr'I with gains defined by Er

The latter is a more intuitive description See pg 3.45


